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Abstract: Intrinsic control and self-management are playing an increasingly indispensable role in personal development. In
the meantime, as the core of inner influence, self-leadership tends to be more prominent in the procedure of self-management.
And in the process of students' growth, home education and school education are two complementary and critical nurturing roles.
The key point of this paper is whether the students’ self-leadership level could be effectively improved through the specific
guidance of family and school. Therefore, on the basis of the existing theories, this paper firstly reviews the self-leadership
theory in the past three decades, together with its research content. Then this paper analyses the components of self-leadership
strategy as well as its shaping effect on behaviors and thought. It is generally accepted that the self-leadership strategy could be
divided into three main dimensions which are behavior-focused, natural reward and constructive thought pattern strategies.
Finally, this study explores the antecedent influence of parenting styles and leadership education on college students'
self-leadership level from a novel perspective via the revised Chinese version of RSLQ and the revised Chinese version of
EMBU. Through empirical research and detailed data analysis, this study successfully verifies the dual role of family and
school in self-leadership cultivation.
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1. Introduction
Under the requirement of the new higher education
development plan, the cultivation of college students'
leadership has become the focus point, which is of great
significance to the comprehensive development of
high-quality talents and compound innovative talents. In
addition to effective leadership at the organizational level,
leadership at the ego level is playing a fundamental role that
cannot be ignored. Manz proposed that self-leadership is
based on the self-adjustment, self-control, self-management
and social cognitive theory, using the natural reward,
constructive thought in order to obtain a series of individual
internal behavior strategy [1], which is a process in which
individuals control their own behaviors, influence and guide
themselves by specific behavioral and cognitive strategies [2].
Through abundant psychological theories, self-leadership
expounds the process affecting individual performance [3].
Sufficient studies have shown that self-leadership can

improve the level of individual task completion through the
influence on self-goal setting [4], the self-regulation of
individual emotions [5], and the stimulation of individual
creativity and innovation ability [6].
It is not difficult to find that the concept of self-leadership
emphasizes the normative process of self-influence, and this
mode of action is also a challenge to traditional leadership
behaviors -- generally speaking, it is commonly accepted that
leadership requires at least one leader and one follower [7],
and the generation of leadership behaviors is also regarded as
an interactive process [8]. Self-leadership is different. It
shows that a person can play both roles in the course of
behavior. Under the requirement of such conflict-type role,
the significance of college students' self-leadership
cultivation should not be ignored.
1.1. Self-Leadership Theory
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Inspired by Kerr and Jermier (1978) 'alternatives to
leadership' [9], the self-leadership theory proposed by
American scholar Manz in the 1980s was originally evolved
from the concept of self-management [10], rooted in the
social cognitive theory that integrates relevant concepts of
self-control, and was also the combination product of the
self-management with social learning theory and behavior
modification theory [10-12]. Self-management is the process
in which individuals actively apply behaviors and cognitive
self-influence strategies to manage their own thoughts,
emotions, behaviors, and situation [13, 14]. And the
self-leadership theory which is developed on the basis of the
concept above is defined by Manz as a comprehensive
perspective of self-influence, including guiding yourself to
complete the tasks of natural motivation and those must be
done but not natural incentives work [15].
Moreover, according to Manz, the key to self-leadership is
control. The process of self-leadership begins with comparing
the perceived current state with self-setting standards,
perceiving and evaluating the gap, and then adjust their
behavior to narrow the gap and form a new objective state,
which is a circulation of the self-leadership process -- external
demand should be brought into the personal thoughts and
behavior choice and take action [7]. External demand has the
objectivity, so the final individual behavior strategy is only the
result of self-influence which is a process of internalization.
1.2. Self-Leadership Strategy
In the past 30 years, the theory of self-leadership has been
developing and attracting more and more attention from the
academic community. Self-leadership, which is built on
self-management, puts more emphasis on cognition, internal
reward, other internal factors and some factors beyond
behavior [16]. Self-leadership theory aims to use specific
behavior
and
cognitive
strategies
to
improve
self-consciousness and actively guide the optimization
improvement of individual performance [2]. According to
existing studies, scholars usually divide self-leadership
strategies into three categories: behavior-focused strategies,
natural reward strategies and constructive thought pattern
strategies [17]. On this basis, the study further development
towards the direction of the quantitative analysis. Scholars
have developed a series of items and the scale for individual
self-leadership measurement, among these the most widely
accepted is RSLQ [18] established by Houghton and Neck.
RSLQ is based on the version developed by Anderson and
Prussia in 1997, divided these 50 items of the three categories
of self-leadership strategies into 9 dimensions and 35 items.
1.2.1. Behavior-Focused Strategies
The behavior-focused strategies aim to build an
introspective framework that promotes self-awareness and
behavior management, including self-observation, self-goal
setting, self-reward, self-punishment, and self-cueing. The
following only elaborates on the relevant dimensions of the
revised Chinese version of RSLQ.
Self-goal setting, a theory proposed by Locke, believes
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that challenging goals can effectively serve as an incentive
[20]. And goal setting is the most direct driving force for
self-efficacy improvement and behavior change. It can
transform people's needs into motivation, and then guide
individuals to work towards goals [21], which can
significantly improve individual performance [22].
Self-reward, a way for individuals to provide support and
motivation for expected behavior and goal realization [23],
can promote individual pursuit of goals [24]. The reward can
be an intangible spiritual motivation or a more tangible
material motivation.
Self-punishment can serve as a positive individual lead
when it can successfully establish a positive behavior
correction framework, but excessive self-criticism or habitual
confession is usually mixed to negative support [25].
1.2.2. Natural Reward Strategies
The natural reward strategies aim to create an active and
positive mood to face and complete the task, and the
individual will be motivated by some characteristics inherent
in the task [26]. This strategy comes in two flavors, with
natural rewards embedded -- adding pleasant or satisfying
features to the task; Focus on natural rewards -- pay more
attention to the pleasurable or satisfying aspects [27]. Both of
these approaches are from the perspective of intrinsic
motivation [28]. Studies have proved that they can effectively
improve the understanding of tasks [29] and satisfaction [30],
thus leading to the improvement of performance [31].
Moreover, people who are good at using natural reward
strategies are more likely to become self-leaders [32].
1.2.3. Constructive Thought Pattern Strategies
Constructive thought pattern strategies are to cultivate and
promote the formation of constructive thought mode [33], so
as to improve the degree of self-leading. In the following, it
will analyze self-talk and visualizing successful performance
which are its subdivisions.
Self-talk is simply described as an individual ’s
psychological self-communication. Theodoraki defines it as a
cognitive activity in which an individual talks with himself
aloud or whispered in his mind [34], which is a dynamic and
multidimensional guidance and incentive functional
conversation, which plays an important role in shaping
individual cognition, behavior, and thinking [35].
Anticipating successful performance is also a kind of
mental image, which is to foresee the task before it is
executed-that is, hidden cognitive creation. The
meta-analysis conducted by Driskell et al. found that this
psychological prediction can significantly improve individual
performance [36]. And it was also proved that people who
could predict success were generally superior in the
performance of actual tasks [2].
1.3. Research Significance
It has been more than 30 years since the emergence of
self-leadership. Although there has been a relatively perfect
development and progress in terms of concept definition,
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theoretical support, quantitative evaluation, and research on
outcome variables, there are few empirical studies on its
antecedent variables in existing papers. Most of past studies
still focus on the following angles: self-leadership
measurement in theoretical level, individual behavior
guidance and organizational management improvement in
practical level, while ignoring the cultivation of
self-leadership. In addition, the existing researches always
pay more attention to the enterprise employees than the
students, especially undergraduates.
The more a person tends to self-lead, the less dependent the
individual's behavior is on external motivation. Therefore, it
can be said that self-leadership captures the highest level of
intrinsic control in an organization [37]. When external
environmental factors are uncontrollable, the central role of
self-leadership in shaping behavior will be more prominent.
However, even if the external environment has an impact on
the performance of individuals in the organization, whether or
not the behavior changes and the degree of change are the
results of individual's choice. Essentially, in the process of
behavior control, self-leadership is self-imposed, and it is also
an element that really plays a central role in this process [7].
Therefore, for college students, the cultivation of
self-leadership is not only in line with current education
policies, but also an inevitable requirement for individual
development. With a more inclusive and broader perspective,
self-leadership expounds a self-management process based on
individual behavior and consciousness, including attention to
intrinsic motivation and cognition [38], which is a continuous
structure free from external forces. No matter from the
individual level or the organizational level, this continuous
control structure constructed by self-leadership has brought
about the shaping of behaviors and standards in the process of
task execution. Education, as the most intuitive cultivation
method, has always played a role that cannot be neglected in
the development of personal abilities. Especially in recent
years, the promotion and popularization of comprehensive
quality education systems such as leadership courses have
made this role particularly prominent. Therefore, this study
views leadership curriculum education as an important factor
affecting college students’ self-leadership. (Figure 1-H2)
In the background of students ’growth, family factors play
an important role. In the family, parents who are the first
teachers have a profound influence on the students. Parenting
style refers to the educational concept, attitude towards
children and all words and behaviors in the process of
parenting held by parents during their education and rearing
of children [39]. This behavior research perspective is also an
important topic concerned in the cultivation of individual
psychology, ability and other traits [40]. Parental parenting
behaviors include both specific behaviors of parents
performing their duties under the guidance of target
orientation, as well as non-target-oriented parenting
behaviors such as changes in posture, gestures, intonation, or
spontaneous expression of emotions [39]. A large number of
existing studies have fully demonstrated that parenting style
is significantly correlated with many aspects of individual

ability cultivation, such as self-concept [41] and individual
achievement motivation influenced by it [42]. As a core
component of the individual's cognitive system, self-concept
is an individual's perception and evaluation of self-existence
under the guidance of experience and external feedback [43],
and the positive parenting style is conducive to the formation
of high self-concept [44]. In addition, studies have also
confirmed that parenting style can affect individuals'
self-efficacy and behavioral goal orientation [45]. Inspired by
the above conclusions, this study makes the hypothesis that
parenting style plays antecedent role in the cultivation of
self-leadership. (Figure 1-H1)

Figure 1. Research model.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
In this study, through a two-stage questionnaire survey, the
undergraduates in the leadership and communication course
of Harbin Institute of Technology were taken as the research
object to explore the antecedent variables of self-leadership.
The first phase of the study focused on the influence of
parental rearing on self-leadership cultivation. The
questionnaire was based on the Chinese version of RSLQ
designed by Neubert and Wu (2006) and the Chinese version
of EMBU [46] revised by Yue Dongmei et al. In the second
stage, on the basis of the previous data research, the results of
the two self-leadership measurements were compared and
analyzed to explore the role of leadership curriculum
education on self-leadership cultivation. In the first stage, 183
questionnaires were collected, among which 177 were valid.
In the second stage, a total of 176 questionnaires were
collected and 176 valid questionnaires were collected.
2.2. Materials
2.2.1. Self-Leadership Scale
The self-leadership table used in this article is the Chinese
version of RSLQ [19] designed by Neubert and Wu (2006).
On the basis of the original RSLQ version, dimensions and
items with insignificant correlation are eliminated, and the
remaining 6 dimensions and 25 items (Figure 2), the six
dimensions are self-goal setting, self-reward, self-punishment,
focusing thoughts on natural rewards, visualizing successful
performance and self-talk.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the research variables in stage one.

VSP1
SGS1
ST1
SR1
SP1
FTONR1
PS
Valid N
(listwise)

N
177
177
177
177
177
177
177

Minimum
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Maximum
5.00
5.40
6.00
6.00
5.75
5.00
5.11

Mean
2.3424
2.4362
2.7797
2.2712
2.7542
2.5164
3.5316

Std. Deviation
.70683
.73302
1.26523
.99203
.81815
.65904
.69624

177

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the research variables in stage two.
Figure 2. RSLQ Chinese version.

2.2.2. Parenting Styles Scale
This paper adopts a revised Chinese version of EMBU by
Yue Dongmei et al., and selects one dimension, the
overprotection dimension, which contains eight problems
after revision and has been tested for reliability in the
existing studies. On the one hand, it conforms to the purpose
of the research, and on the other hand, it can control the
length of the full text of the questionnaire to ensure the
validity of the questionnaire.
2.2.3. Measurement of the Role of Leadership Education
This study aims to explore the antecedent variables of
self-leadership by issuing two-stage questionnaires at the
beginning and end of the course. In addition to the above two
scales, the role of leadership curriculum education in the
cultivation of college students' self-leadership was explored
by comparing and analyzing the data results of two times.

VSP2
SGS2
ST2
SR2
SP2
FTONR2
Valid N
(listwise)

N
176
176
176
176
176
176

Minimum
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Maximum
4.00
3.80
6.00
5.00
5.50
4.40

Mean
2.0773
2.1114
2.5265
2.0492
2.7017
2.2511

Std. Deviation
.69311
.65647
1.16152
.88950
.93454
.69307

176

3.1. The Antecedent Effect of Parenting Style on College
Students' Self-Leadership
To verify hypothesis 1, Pearson Correlation coefficient
was used to test the Correlation between parenting style and
self-leadership level, and the results showed that the
correlation was significant (Pearson Correlation =0.502, Sig
< 0.01), indicating that hypothesis 1, parenting style can play
a certain antecedent effect in college students' self-leadership
cultivation.

3. Findings

Table 4. Pearson Correlation Coefficient.

The questionnaire included questions relating to each
dimension of each variable. The answers were on a scale of
1-6. 1 = Very high to 6 = Very low.
Table 1, 2, 3 shows the codes and descriptive statistical
results of all variables mentioned by the model. The
following data have passed the reliability and validity tests.
Table 1. The code of the research variables.
Description
Visualizing Successful Performance
Self-goal Setting
Self-talk
Self-reward
Self-punishment
Focusing Thoughts on Natural Rewards
Parenting Styles

PS
SL1

PS
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

SL1
1

.502**
.000
1

.502**
.000

3.2. The Antecedent Effect of Leadership Education on
College Students' Self-Leadership
To test Hypothesis 2, a paired sample T-test was used to
test the antecedent effect of leadership education on the
self-leadership cultivation of college students (t=3.648, Sig
＜0.01). It can be considered that the leadership education
has caused differences in the level of self-leadership.

Variable code
VSP1/2
SGS1/2
ST1/2
SR1/2
SP1/2
FTONR1/2
PS1/2

Table 5. Paired samples test of the whole scale.

Pair 1

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

SL1 - SL2

.84020

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
Lower
Upper
.06333
.10607

By dividing hypothesis 2 into six dimensions of
self-leadership and conducting paired sample t-test, the
results showed that visualizing successful performance,

Sig. (2-tailed)
.35605

3.648

175

.000

self-goal setting and focusing on thinking on Natural
Rewards had the most significant changes before and after
the leadership course. It shows that education has the most
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profound influence in these three aspects, while it does not
play a prominent role in the dimensions of self-talk,

self-reward and self-punishment.

Table 6. Paired samples test of the dimensions.
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6

Std. Deviation
VSP1/2
SGS1/2
ST1/2
SR1/2
SP1/2
FTONR1/2

Std. Error Mean
1.05825
1.06468
1.66294
1.33124
1.30939
1.00496

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
.07977
.11075
.08025
.16661
.12535
.00829
.10035
.02355
.09870
-.14366
.07575
.11527

4. Conclusion
Different from previous studies, this study focuses on the
cultivation of college students' self-leadership and the
exploration of its antecedent variables. It is the first time to
combine the parenting style with the development of
self-leadership, and to illustrate the antecedent role of
receiving leadership education by examining the difference
of students’ self-leadership at the beginning and end of the
course.
4.1. Theoretical and Practical Significance
Both the two hypotheses in this research model has been
verified effectively. Students who adopt positive parenting style
show a higher level of self-leadership. During their growth,
their parents usually do not overprotect and interfere with their
behaviors and decisions, and give them more autonomy [47].
On the one hand, it is beneficial to cultivate students' ability of
self-management in behavior, on the other hand, it can also
cultivate students' thinking mode of self-leadership. Although
the antecedent role of parenting styles in shaping many
individual abilities has been confirmed, it is the first time that
this perspective has been put on the level of self-leadership.
Therefore, this study further confirms that reducing excessive
parental protection and intervention is helpful for the cultivation
and development of students' self-leadership, and provides a
new dimension worth exploring for the study of antecedent
variables of self-leadership.
As an important part of the university education system in
recent years, the leadership curriculum has played a vital role
in the cultivation of potential career. As a key evaluation
standard for the newly-emerged comprehensive ability that
has received much attention, whether self-leadership can be
effectively improved through leadership courses is another
hypothesis explored in this paper. After receiving the course
of leadership education, students' self-leadership level has
been improved compared with that before the course, which
indicates that the course of leadership education can play a
significant role in the process of self-leadership cultivation.
Education, as a social practice that has the most profound
influence on students' physical and mental development, still
performs well in the cultivation of self-leadership. The role of
education in different dimensions of self-leadership is also
different. Therefore, in this sense, this study also provides
new ideas and references for the reform and development of

.42561
.48339
.50307
.41964
.24593
.41428

Sig. (2-tailed)
3.362
4.050
2.040
2.208
.518
3.495

175
175
175
175
175
175

.001
.000
.043
.029
.605
.001

leadership education in the future -- for example, combining
educational purposes with educational methods in a targeted
way, and specifically investigating the mechanism of
teaching methods in improving students' specific ability.
4.2. Limitations of Research
The positive parenting styles explored in the study have a
slightly broader effect on the cultivation of college students'
self-leadership, and they have not been detailed to specific
parenting behaviors. In addition, this study is limited by the
duration of the course and the coverage of grades, so it has
not been possible to explore the level of student
self-leadership for a long time. The influence of education is
a far-reaching and lasting process, which is more meaningful
in the change of long-term behavior pattern. However, this
time, only the effect of short-term improvement has been
considered. If there is an opportunity, long-term follow-up
investigation should be conducted to explore the significance
of leadership education for self-leadership cultivation.

5. Result
The research has confirmed that positive parenting style
has a significant promoting effect on the cultivation of
college students' self-leadership, and the curriculum
education of leadership is beneficial to the cultivation of
college students' self-leadership, especially on the three
dimensions of visualizing successful performance, self-goal
setting and focusing on thoughts on natural rewards.
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